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day a week. * * For the full copyright and license
information, please view the LICENSE * file that

was distributed with this source code. */
namespace

Symfony\Component\DependencyInjection; use Sy
mfony\Component\Config\Definition\Exception\Inv
alidTypeException; use Symfony\Component\Confi

g\Definition\Exception\MissingOptionException;
use Symfony\Component\Config\Definition\Excepti

on\PropertyNotFoundException; /** *
GlobalContainerInterface is the common interface
that all container * classes must implement. * *

@author Bernhard Schussek */ interface
GlobalContainerInterface { /** * Sets whether the

container must be booted or not. *
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Associazione Sportiva Dilettantistica Muziano is an

Italian association football club located in
Muziano, Veneto. It currently plays in Eccellenza.

History The club was founded in 1996. In the
season 2012–2013 Muziano played in Promozione
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after its first eccellenza promotion. The next
season it came back in Eccellenza after finishing

second and promoted to Serie D. In the next
season Muziano was definitely promoted to Serie
D as winner of the play-off final against Foligno.
Colors and badge Its colors are yellow and red.

Stadium The club plays its home matches at the
Municipal Stadium Stadium "Francesco Righi". The

stadium was built in 1970. References External
links Official website Category:Football clubs in

Italy Category:Football clubs in Veneto
Category:Association football clubs established in
1996 Category:Sport in the Province of Vicenza

Category:Mudrone Category:1996 establishments
in ItalyChef Shares His First Time Making

Cinnamon Roll Pancakes Pancakes are a popular
breakfast food, and most of us know how to make

them, but sometimes we forget how to make
them correctly. Enter chef and writer Michael

Symon, who shares the first time he made
cinnamon roll pancakes with his family. "I have a
hard time with pancakes and on this particular

day, the recipe had three egg yolks and two whole
eggs," the New York-based food blogger told The

Huffington Post. "It wasn't the typical fluffy
pancake you're used to, and [my son] was

concerned. So I made extra just in case." Symon
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says his son didn't know what to think, but his
grandmother was just as excited as him. "She
went crazy for them, and my kids and I fell in
love," he said. "It turned out to be one of our

favorite breakfasts ever. They're amazing." The
chef, who has a new cookbook called The Chefs

Table, is a foodie veteran, having worked for
6d1f23a050
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